YP Program Goals and Projects for 2021
YP Program High Level Goals 2021

- Position modernized volunteering as a member benefit, enhance the new IEEE Volunteering platform, and expand its reach across all of IEEE

- Start new initiatives to create value for YPs and all IEEE members
  - The new YP Micro-Mentoring Platform in collaboration with all YP leaders
  - Building a collaborative wiki style volunteer leadership knowledge base

- Improve collaboration between all YPs in all IEEE board OUs
YP Program High Level Goals 2021 - Continued

▪ Start the year with virtual events
  ▪ And aim to move to face to face/hybrid events/meetings later in the year when it is safe to do so

▪ Assist in pandemic membership recovery activities
  ▪ Create membership value
  ▪ Raising awareness of the student dues discount
  ▪ Student to YP and YP to Senior Membership transition

▪ Revamp the Young Professionals Website and YP social media presence

▪ YP 25th Anniversary celebrations
2021 - 25th anniversary of IEEE GOLD/Young Professionals

- 25th anniversary of Young Professionals in IEEE
  - Started as IEEE GOLD program back in 1996
- Special event to honor this anniversary
- Proposal is to create a “IEEE YP around the world” video
  - With contributions from all of you and many of our YP members all around the world
- One idea is passing along the “25th Anniversary of IEEE YPs around the world”
  - In front of famous spots in cities
  - During an online or face to face event etc.
Previous YP Around the World Video